This paper is concerned with the limitations on the sensitivity characteristics for linear multivariable discrete-time control systems. Some integral-type constraints and the lower bounds of the weighted &,-norm imposed by the unstable poles, the unstable zeros, and their directions of the open-loop system or the given plant are developed by a factorization approach. These constraints and bounds, which are tighter than those in the previous work, are also characterized by the state-space representations. The descriptions are closely related to a special type of the algebraic Riccati equation, and the relation between the sampling period and the sensitivity performance is discussed for digital control systems. The constraints on the more general function (mixed sensitivity function) are investigated in a similar way.
INTRODUCTION
In feedback control systems, the sensitivity function plays a key role in determining feedback characteristics such as sensitivity to parameter perturbation and disturbance attenuation, and it has been investigated by many researchers. As we know, there are some extensions of Bode's integral formula function [2] . Freudenberg and Looze [3, 41, Sung and Hara [5] , and Boyd and Desoer [6] have investigated these constraints for SISO continuous-time systems, SISO discrete-time and digital control systems, and MIMO continuous-time systems, respectively. However, we have no such result for MIMO discrete-time systems. Also, the constraints have not been developed in terms of state-space descriptions. The essential differences between SISO systems and MIMO systems are followings:
(1) In SISO systems, if the closed-loop system is stable and minimumphase, the logarithm of the gain of the sensitivity function, log IS], is harmonic over the right half complex plane or outside the unit disc, but in MIMO systems, even if S is analytic, log ]]S]] is not harmonic in general.
(2) Not only the location of the unstable poles and the unstable zeros, but also their directions affect the constraint in MIMO systems.
The first problem has been overcome by the introduction of the concept of subharmonic functions for MIMO continuous-time control systems [6] . However, the second problem has not been completely analyzed. For example, the effect of two or more unstable poles is not discussed in [2] and [6] .
In this paper, the effect of the unstable poles and unstable zeros and their directions on the sensitivity function is investigated using coprime factorizations and state-space representations. In Section 2, some integral-type constraints on the sensitivity function are proposed in a factorization approach. Using derived constraints, lower bounds on the H,-norm of the weighted sensitivity matrix are obtained. The effect of the multiple unstable poles and the direction of unstable zeros is discussed in detail, and better results are obtained than those in [2] and [6] . Section 3 gives state-space representations of the constraints derived in Section 2. The constraints on the sensitivity function which are related to the unstable poles and the unstable zeros of the plant are investigated from the design point of view in Section 4. Section 5 treats the more general constraints on the mixed sensitivity function. In the appendix, the properties of subharmonic functions and the relation between coprime factorization representations and state-space descriptions are presented.
We use the following notation. Let D @) be the open (closed) unit disc in the complex plane C, and let lUl (DC) be-the exterior of the open (closed) unit disc, i.e., IID" = C \D and DC = C \D. lRPx"(z) denotes the set of rational p x m matrices, and R Yxm is the subset of Iw Px"'( Z) whose elements are proper and stable; we call a rational matrix proper and stable if it is finite at z = cc and analytic in [[DC, respectively. When 
where Gi E Iw yxm is inner and G, E lZ3 yxrn is outer. We also use Doyle's convention
and we use G( co) for lim, _ ,G( z), i.e., G( co) = D, for convenience.
CONSTRAINTS ON THE SENSITIVITY MATRIX USING COPRIME FACTORIZATIONS
This section gives some integral-type constraints on the sensitivity matrix and the lower bounds of the weighted infinity norm obtained by a factorization approach.
Definitions and Assumptions
Consider the discrete-time control system shown in Figure 1 , where the open-loop transfer matrix L(z) E Iw m xm( z) is assumed to be proper. We call the closed-loop system in Figure 1 
and define the sensitivity matrix as
(2.
2)
The main purpose in this paper is to investigate the constraints on the sensitivity matrix which are related to the unstable poles and unstable zeros of L(z).
We now define unstable poles and unstable zeros. Let be the right coprime factorization of L(z) over R _ , and let D,D, denote the inner-outer factorization of D(n).
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that L(z) has an unstable pole (strictly unstable pole) at 7 if detD(q) =O and 7~ IID" (~EI[P~) . In other words, q satisfying det Oj(q) = 0 is called a strictly unstable pole of L(z). DEFINITION 2.2. We say that L(z) has an unstable zero (strictly unstable zero) at < if rankN(t)< m and [ED" ([EBB) . We call VE the zero-direction matrix if Vs satisfies Vt*Vt = I and N([)V[ = 0.
We note that unstable poles and unstable zeros do not depend upon the coprime factorization, but the zero-direction matrix does. Hence, we use a special coprime factorization, which is convenient for treating the zero-direction matrix, in the remainder of this paper.
From (2.2) and (2.3), S(z) can be expressed as
Since the necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of the closed-loop system is (D+N)-lElF_ [7] , D,(D+N)-'ER_ is also an outer matrix. Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality that D(z)+N(z)=Z. The condition (2.5) is a useful assumption because
(1) the representations of the constraints become simple if we use the coprime factorization (see Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2) and (2) the relation between the coprime factorization and the state-space description is clear [see (3.5) and (3.6)].
2.2.

Integral Constraints on the Sensitivity Matrix
Lemmas A.1 and A.3 in the appendix lead to the following theorem. We therefore obtain the last inequality in (2.8). Since Vs*V6 = I, we have and then the first inequality in (2.8) holds.
n Theorem 2.1 is one of the integral constraints on the sensitivity matrix in MIMO systems which depend upon the strictly unstable poles, a strictly unstable zero, and its direction. For SISO systems, equality holds in (2.8) (see Theorem 2 in [5] ).
We now consider a special case where the unstable zero is the blocking zero, i.e., N(E) = 0. Since we can set VC = I, in that case, we obtain (2.14)
The following theorem for strictly proper L(z) is derived from this inequality. 
Proof.
The assumption +at L(z) is strictly proper means that it has a blocking zero at infinity, i.e., L(h) A L(l/A) has a blocking zero at 0. Since lim r ~ m d4 = d+, (2.14) yields (2.15) and (2.16).
n Theorem 2.2 is an extension of Bode's formula to unstable MIMO discrete-time systems. We note the following:
(i) No result corresponding to (2.15) which takes account of the effect caused by unstable poles is presented in [6] .
(ii) For MIMO systems, only the inequality is satisfied even though L(z)
is stable, while the equality holds for SISO systems [5] . However, (2.16) affords a tight bound, since there exists a feedback control system which attains the bound, as mentioned below in Theorem 4.4 and its remark.
Lawer Bound-s of the Weighted Infinity Norm
In this subsection, the infinity norms of the sensitivity matrix and the weighted sensitivity matrix are derived using the previous results.
First, we have a lower bound for the nonweighted sensitivity matrix from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma A.2. 
Proof.
The first inequality is obvious from (2.15) and the second one is from Lemma A.2. R For the sensitivity matrix with scalar weighting function w(z), we obtain the following bound using Lemmas A.1 and A.2. The case where L(z) has one unstable pole and one unstable zero has been investigated in [6] . We note that the result of Corollary 2.2 can be applied to L(z) possessing two or more unstable poles.
Since V[ = Z at 5 = co, we have another lower bound, where the weight is not restricted to a scalar function. 
The proof is similar to that for Corollary 2.2, so it is omitted. All the results in this subsection-Corollaries 2.1-2.4 and (2.31)-are extensions of previous work in [3, 5, 6, 8, 91 . Note that results, similar to (2.2) and (2.31) have been developed for MIMO continuous-time systems in [6] , where the effect of unstable poles is not taken into account. Hence, our results give tighter bounds than those previously obtained.
CONSTRAINTS ON THE SENSITIVITY MATRIX BY STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION
In this section, we discuss constraints on the sensitivity matrix, which are derived by a coprime-factorization approach in the previous section, by a state-space approach. We will now investigate 0; l(E), V,, and 0; '(co), which appeared in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and Corollaries 2.1-2.4. Di(z) is uniquely determined except for a unitary transformation, i.e., Di may be written as DiU with a unitary matrix U. However, the results in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 do not depend on the selection of Dj, since JJ(Di')-'V,JJ=IlD;'V,I), This leads to the following problems, which we will investigate:
(1) State-space description of V' under the assumption of (2.5) i.e.,
D+N=Z.
(2) State-space representation of Di, the inner part of D.
For convenience, we consider the case where L(z) is strictly proper and its controllable and observable state-space representation is given by
In that case, L(z) is expressed as
(3.3)
Since the closed-loop system of Figure 1 is stable, the right coprime factorization of L(z) which satisfies (2.5) is given by 
N([)l$=C(~Z-A+BC)p'B~=O. (3.5)
We further assume that the eigenvalue of A is not equal to E (note that this is not always true for MIMO systems). Then, we obtain 
= [Z-C([Z-A)-lB]p'C(~Z-A)-'RV& (3.7)
We can therefore see that the assumption (2.5) is reasonable from the point of view of the state-space representation. Assumption 2.1 can be replaced by one of the following assumptions.
ASSUMPTION 3.1. The controllable and observable state-space representation of L(z) is given by (3.2), and there exist 6 = reje (\rl > 1) and V[ (full row rank) satisfying (3.5) and Vs*VC = I. (see [7, lo] ). Application of Lemma B.2 to D(z) yields (3.8) and (3.9). n REMARK 3.1.
Di( z) and 0; '(z) given by (3.8) and (3.9) depend upon A and B, but they do not depend upon C. REMARK 3.2. Equation (3.12) is the Riccati equation, which appears in the optimal-regulator problem, when the weighting matrices for the state and the control input are zero and unit matrices, respectively. Suppose now that A is antistable, i.e., all the eigenvalues of A are in EC. Since P is positive definite in that case, application of the matrix-inversion lemma to (3.12) yields The last equation is a Lyapunov equation with respect to P-'.
The above discussion in this section together with the results in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 leads to the following theorems. where P is a positive semidefinite solution of (3.12) such that all the eigenvalues of A + BF are in IID.
Proof.
Since ll-'(~~) = r112= (gTpg + Z)l12, where (Y = 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8. Solving the Riccati equation (3.12) we obtain the bounds 1, = (r/2)log[h,,( BTPB + Z)] in (3.16) as follows: J, = 1.509 (a = 1.4), J, = 1.711 (a= 1.6), and .I, = 2.053 (cr= 1.8). We can see that the smaller OL (absolute value of the unstable pole) yields the better performance in the sensitivity characteristics.
CONSTRAINTS FROM THE DESIGN POINT OF VIEW
Integral-Type and H, -norm Constraints
In this section, we will consider the constraints from the viewpoint of control-system design. Consider the discrete-time control system depicted in Figure 2 , where P(z) E R pXm and C(z) E R mXp denote the strictly proper holds [7] . We will consider the constraints on the sensitivity matrix, which is related to the unstable poles and the unstable zeros of P(z).
Let the right coprime factorization of P(z) over Iw ~ be (4.8)
The following lemma shows that (4.8) is a right coprime factorization of L(z).
LEMMA 4.1.
(4.9)
is a right coprime factorization of L( z).
Proof.
Let (2, P) E Iw _ be a solution of k++i%=z.
Then we have and Vs*Vc = I. Also, the unstable poles of P(z) and C(Z) are not equal to fi.
Under above assumption, we obtain the following lemma. The integral constraints on the sensitivity matrix, which are related to the unstable poles and the unstable zeros of P(z), are derived on the basis of the above lemmas. 
The proof is obvious, so it is omitted. n The constraints on the H,-non-n of the weighted sensitivity matrices corresponding to Corollaries 2.1-2.4 can be obtained by a similar way.
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the state-space representation of (4.29). By a similar discussion to Theorem 3.2, we have the following theorem. (4.33)
We will now show that the lower bound is attained by a statefeedback control law. REMARK 4.1. It is well known that the technique of LTR (loop transfer recovery) can be applied to a system with the minimum-phase property. Hence, the lower bound (4.33) can be attained by dynamic output feedback for minimum-phase plants.
4.2.
Constraints in Digital Control Systems
We will now consider the constraints on the sensitivity characteristics in digital control systems with zero-order hold and sampler as shown in Figure  3 . It is well known that if the state-space representation of the continuous-time plant P,(s) is given by f(t) = A,x(t)+ B,u(t), r(t) E R"P, u(t) E R", (4.39a) (see [lo] ). We will show the relation between constraints on the sensitivity matrix and the sampling period T. For simplicity, the approximation method with a small sampling period is used for J defined in (4.33) under the assumption that A, is antistable. Hence, the performance index to be investigated is J2=h,,(B,TPpBp+Z), eActp-leA;t P which show the direct relationship between the optimal value and the parameters of 7, A,, and B,.
We will now investigate the properties of the optimal value for a small sampling period based on (4.44) and (4.45).
Expand A and B by the sampling period 7, we get . This verifies that a smaller sampling period gives a better sensitivity property in digital control systems for unstable plants.
CONSTRAINTS ON THE MIXED SENSITIVITY MATRIX
The constraints on the complementary sensitivity matrix defined by
which plays an important role in the robustness property, can be obtained in a manner similar to that used in previous sections. More precisely, the constraints can be derived by replacing the roles of unstable poles and unstable zeros. For example, the constraint corresponding to Theorem 3.2 can be derived by noting the following relation. has full column rank for IzJ = 1, which implies M,(z) is nonsingular for )z ) = 1, since the first matrix on the right-hand side of (5.12) is nonsingular and the second one has full column rank under the assumptions that W,(z) and W,(z) are unimodular and the pair (C, A) is observable. In particular, if W,(z) = W, (constant nonsingular matrix) and W,(z) = W, (constant nonsingular matrix), then we have the following constraint. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, constraints on the sensitivity matrix, which are related to the unstable poles and unstable zeros and their directions, have been derived using coprime factorizations and state-space representations for MIMO discrete-time control systems. The constraints are tighter than those derived in previous work, since our results take account of two or more unstable poles of L(z) or P(z). The constraints on the mixed sensitivity function have been investigated in a similar way.
Although we have only discussed the sensitivity at the input channel, the same discussion can be carried out for sensitivity at the output channel by a dual approach.
APPENDIX A. PROPERTIES OF SUBHARMONIC FUNCTIONS
The properties of subharmonic functions are shown here without proofs, since they are similar to those for continuous-time systems [6] . 
